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Abstract

Non-wellfounded proof theory results from allowing proofs of infinite height in proof
theory. To guarantee that there is no vicious infinite reasoning, it is usual to add a
constraint to the possible infinite paths appearing in a proof. Among these conditions,
one of the simplest is enforcing that any infinite path goes through the premise of
a rule infinitely often. Systems of this kind appear for modal logics with conversely
well-founded frame conditions like GL or Grz.
In this paper, we provide a uniform method to define proof translations for such sys-
tems, guaranteeing that the condition on infinite paths is preserved. In addition, as
particular instance of our method, we establish cut-elimination for a non-wellfounded
system of the logic Grz. Our proof relies only on the categorical definition of core-
cursion via coalgebras, while an earlier proof by Savateev and Shamkanov uses ultra-
metric spaces and a corresponding fixed point theorem.

Keywords: Non-wellfounded Proof Theory, Coalgebra, Cut Elimination.

1 Introduction

In proof theory proofs are traditionally viewed as finite trees that are labelled
by sets of formulas (called sequents) according to some fixed set of rules. In
recent decades a new notion of proof has gained prominence, namely the no-
tion of a non-wellfounded proof. These are proofs in the traditional sense - i.e.
labelled trees - that allow some branches to be infinitely long, whence the name
non-wellfounded. Such proofs can be considered to be a formal counterpart of
proofs by infinite descent [5]. In order to ensure soundness in the presence of
infinite branches, a global correctness condition is imposed that distinguishes
correct infinitary reasoning from vicious reasoning. One kind of global sound-
ness condition is to enforce that every infinite branch must pass infinitely often
through a specific premise of some rule. We call this a local progress condi-
tion. Non-wellfounded proof systems with a local progress condition have been
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developed for modal logics with conversely well-founded frame conditions like
Gödel-Löb logic GL [16] or Grzegorczyk modal logic Grz [14]. It is this kind of
soundness condition that is studied in this paper.

Apart from GL and Grz there are many other logical systems that allow
for non-wellfounded proofs. In particular, non-wellfounded proof systems have
been developed for modal fixed point logics, such as the modal mu-calculus (see
e.g. [19,18,11]) as well as many of its fragments including the alternation free
mu-calculus [10], common knowledge [6,12], temporal logics [9,3], or program
logics such as PDL [8]. More recently non-wellfounded proof systems have
been developed for intuitionistic modal fixed point logics [1,20] and also for
Peano arithmetic [17]. However, proof systems for these logics usually require
a stronger global constraint than the local progress condition, namely a so-
called trace condition. As trace conditions are not considered in this paper, we
will not give more details. The interested reader may consult one of the papers
cited above.

Proof translations are commonly studied in structural proof theory, one ex-
ample being cut-elimination, where arbitrary proofs are translated into cut-free
proofs of the same sequents. For finite proofs, cut-elimination is established
by showing how to permute instances of cuts upwards, and then how to elim-
inate instances of cuts at the leaves. It is then shown that applying such
permutations recursively yields a cut-free proof. For non-wellfounded proofs
such a translation is aggravated due the fact that the local permutations must
preserve the global soundness criterion. Neverthless, results about proof trans-
lations for non-wellfounded proofs are found in the literature. To name a few,
Savateev and Shamkanov establish cut-elimination for non-wellfounded proofs
for Grz [14] using ultrametric spaces and a fixed point theorem to guarantee
that the limit of their construction is a (cut-free) proof. Baelde et al. [4] and
Saurin [13] consider the problem of cut-elimination for non-wellfounded proofs
for linear logic with fixed points, and Das and Pous [7] establish cut-elimination
for non-wellfounded proofs for the equational theory for Kleene algebra. Re-
cently, Afshari and Kloibhofer proved cut-elimination for a cyclic calculus for
modal logic with an ’eventually’ operator [2].

In this paper we study proof translations for non-wellfounded proofs based
on a local progress condition. Our main contribution is the development of a
uniform method to define such proof translations. Given two calculi C0 and C1

based on a local progress condition, we show how to define a map that translates
proofs in C0 into proofs in C1. Depending on the considered translation, the
map can be made to satisfy desirable properties, such as preserving the root
sequent. This map is defined by first dissecting non-wellfounded proofs into
finite fragments. It is then shown how the translation operates on a fragment
locally, which we call a translation step. Finally, the entire translation is defined
from translation steps by corecursion. As corecursion is essentially a coalgebraic
technique, our method is formulated within the realm of coalgebra and draws
essentially from its concepts. In particular, the corecursive definition of the
translation map is given by the unique morphism from a coalgebra into the
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final coalgebra of a given endofunctor.
The developed method is uniform: it can be applied to all non-wellfounded

proofs based on a local progress condition, independently of the specific logic,
and to any kind of proof translation. We illustrate this by giving a concrete
example: we establish cut-elimination for non-wellfounded proofs for Grz. In
difference to the proof of Savateev and Shamkanov [14], we do not require
to take a detour over ultrametric spaces. Instead it suffices to show how to
push instances of cut out of the main fragment of a non-wellfounded proof.
Our method then implies the existence of a proof translation mapping non-
wellfounded proofs with cuts onto cut-free proofs. This also illustrates that
proof translations within our framework can be considered to be close in spirit
with proof translations for finite proofs. As for finite proofs, it requires to
show how to translate a finite fragment of the proof tree to obtain the entire
translation.

We assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of coalgebra, such
as the definitions of a coalgebra, an endofunctor, a coalgebra morphism and a
final coalgebra. An introduction to these concepts can be found in [21].

In Section 2 we introduce the mathematical machinery needed to develop
our method. In particular we define the endofunctor that allows us to define
proof translations by corecursion and so-called finite-fragmented trees, that for-
malize the intuition of dissecting proofs. In Section 3 we define proof transla-
tions and prove their correctness. Section 4 then consists of the cut-elimination
proof for Grz.

2 Corecursion

2.1 Basic definitions

We will refer to (possibly empty) finite sequences of N as words and denote the
collection of all words as N∗. We will use w, v, u to denote words. The empty
word is ϵ, N+ is the collection of non-empty words. Concatenation of words is
denoted as juxtaposition, and so is adding a number to the start or the end of
a word. The prefix order on words is denoted as ⊑w. w⊥v means that w, v are
disjoint 4 . If W ⊆ N∗ then we define w ◦W = {wv | v ∈W}.

We will also work with finite sequences of N+, which are denoted by r, s.
The empty sequence of words is denoted as nil, and concatenation is again
simply juxtaposition. w:r and r:w denote the sequences obtained by adding
the word w to the start of r or to the end of r respectively. The prefix order
on these sequences is denoted as ⊑l. The number of elements of r is denoted
as |r|.

A tree is an ordered pair consisting of a (finite or infinite) collection of words
(called nodes) closed by the prefix order and a labelling function. Trees are
assumed to be finitely branching. Therefore each node w of a tree has an arity
k ∈ N such that for any i ∈ N, wi is a node iff i < k. The set of nodes of a tree
τ is denoted by N τ and the set of leaves (maximal words by the prefix order

4 In words, that they do not have a common ⊑w-upperbound.
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belonging to the nodes) by Lτ . We fix an arbitrary set A whose elements will
be used as labels as well as an object ∗ not belonging to A.

2.2 Endofunctor

We want to look at non-wellfounded trees as a collection of finite trees with
instructions on how to glue the root of each of these finite trees (except one)
to the leaves of other finite trees in the collection. A finite tree with non-
wellfounded leaves is just a finite tree with some special leaves. To these special
leaves is where other finite-trees can be glued to.

Definition 2.1 A finite tree with non-wellfounded leaves is a finite tree ι with
labels in A ∪ {∗} that satisfies the following two properties:

(i) ℓι(ϵ) ̸= ∗, (ii) ℓι(w) = ∗ implies w ∈ Lι.

We denote finite trees with non-wellfounded leaves by ι and the collection of
finite trees with non-wellfounded leaves by Tnw. Given ι ∈ Tnw we define the
sets:

NWι = {w ∈ N ι | ℓι(w) = ∗}, PN ι = N ι \ NWι.

The elements of the first set are called non-wellfounded leaves of ι and the
elements of the second set are called proper nodes of ι.

We define the endofunctor which we need to obtain the desired definition
by corecursion.

Definition 2.2 We define an endofunctor T over Set (the category of sets)
as:

(i) T (X) :=
∑
ι ∈ Tnw .NWι −→ X.

(ii) T (f : X −→ Y ) =
(
(ι, µ) 7→ (ι, f ◦ µ)

)
.

From now on coalgebra will mean T -coalgebra and coalgebra morphism will
mean T -coalgebra morphism.

Given a coalgebra (C,α) and an element c ∈ C with α(c) = (ι, µ) we will
write ιαc to refer to ι and µαc to refer to µ. In case α can be deduced from
context we will omit it.

Definition 2.3 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra, c ∈ C and r be a finite sequence of
N+. We say that r is an α root-path of c iff

nil is always a root-path of c,

w:r is a root-path of c iff w ∈ NWιc and r root-path of µαc (w).

We will usually denote root-paths with r or s and the collection of α-root paths
of c as Pα,c.

The notion of root-path is useful to traverse a coalgebra (C,α). Let us have
a c0 ∈ C and r ∈ Pα,c. The first word w of r is a non-wellfounded leaf of ιαc .
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Using µαc we can obtain a new element of the coalgebra c1 = µαc0(w). We can
think of c1 as the result of traversing c0 using the w branch. We can iterate
this procedure to exhaust the full root-path. This means that given an element
of a coalgebra and one of its root-paths we can obtain a new element of the
coalgebra. This concept is formalized in the next definition.

Definition 2.4 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra, c ∈ C and r ∈ Pα,c. We define the
α subelement of c generated by r by recursion in r as:

SEαnil(c) = c, SEαw:r(c) = SEαr (µ
α
c (w)).

We can also talk about the tree with non-wellfounded leaves of a subelement,
this is called a fragment of the original element of the coalgebra.

Definition 2.5 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra, c ∈ C and r ∈ Pα,c. We define the
α-fragment of c at r by recursion in r as:

Fαnil(c) = ιαc , Fαw:r(c) = Fαr (µ
α
c (w)).

The fragment Fαnil(c) is also called the main α-fragment of c.

We state some basic properties of root-paths, fragments and subelements.

Lemma 2.6 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra. We have that:

(i) r ∈ Pα,c and s ∈ Pα,SEα
r (c) implies: rs ∈ Pα,c, Fαs (SE

α
r (c)) = Fαrs(c) and

SEαs (SE
α
r (c)) = SEαrs(c).

(ii) r ∈ Pα,c implies that for any w ∈ N+, r:w ∈ Pα,c iff w ∈ NWFα
r (c).

(iii) s ⊑l r and r ∈ Pα,c implies that s ∈ Pα,c.
(iv) If (C,α), (D,β) are coalgebras and γ : C −→ D is a coalgebra morphism,

we have that: r ∈ Pα,c iff r ∈ Pβ,γ(c), Fαr (c) = Fβr (γ(c)) and γ(SEαr (c)) =
SEβr (γ(c)).

Proof. All of these are simple inductions in r. 2

2.3 Finite-fragmented trees

Finite-fragmented trees are non-wellfounded trees with a partition of the nodes.
The idea is that each element of the partition gives a finite tree. This will
imply that finite-fragmented trees with an appropiate function will form a final
coalgebra of T . The proofs in this section can be found in the appendix.

Definition 2.7 Let F ⊆ N∗. We say that F fulfills the fragmentation proper-
ties iff the following conditions hold:

(i) (Finiteness) F is finite.

(ii) (Root) There is a w ∈ F such that for any v ∈ F , w ⊑w v.
(iii) (Convexity) For any w, v ∈ F if w ⊑w u ⊑w v then u ∈ F .

Given such a set F , we will denote by
√
F its unique root, in other words its

minimum element.
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Definition 2.8 A finite-fragmented tree is a pair π = (τ,F ) consisting of:

(i) A non-wellfounded tree τ .

(ii) A partition F of N τ such that any F ∈ F fulfills the fragmentation
properties, this F is called the fragmentation of π.

We will usually denote finite-fragemented trees with π and the collection of all
finite-fragmented trees as Tff. Given π = (τ,F ) we also denote F by Fπ and τ
by τπ. Given π ∈ Tff we define the roots of π as the set Rπ = {

√
F | F ∈ Fπ}

and given a node w of π, π
√
w will be the minimum of the equivalence class w

belongs to in π.
We will write (τ,∼) for the finite-fragmented tree whose fragmentation is

the partition given by the equivalence relation ∼.

The roots of a finite-fragmented tree mark the end of a finite tree and the
start of a new one. We define an immediate successor relation for roots and
also assign a measure to nodes depending on the roots below them.

Definition 2.9 For π ∈ Tff define the relation ≺π ⊆ Rπ ×Rπ as:

w ≺π v iff w ⊏w v and there is no u ∈ Rπ such that w ⊏w u ⊏w v.

Observe that if w ≺π u, v ≺π u then w = v. Given w ∈ N π define its π-
fragmentation height as

fhgπ (w) = |{v ⊏w w | v ∈ Rπ}|,

where |X| means the cardinality of X.

Given a root w of π define the finite tree and the subtree of π starting at
w as follows.

Definition 2.10 Let π ∈ Tff and w ∈ Rπ. We define the tree fragment in
π given by w, denoted Tw (π), as the finite tree with non-wellfounded leaves
(N , ℓ), where:

N = {v ∈ N∗ | w ∼π wv} ∪ {u ∈ N+ | w ≺π wu},

ℓ(v) =

{
ℓπ(wv) if w ∼π wv,
∗ if w ≺π wv.

Definition 2.11 Let π ∈ Tff and w ∈ Rπ. We define the subtree of π generated
by w, denoted STw (π), as the finite-fragmented tree (N , ℓ,∼) where:

N = {v ∈ N∗ | wv ∈ N π},
ℓ(v) = ℓπ(wv),

v ∼ u iff wv ∼π wu.

Roots and tree fragments characterize finite-fragmented trees:

Lemma 2.12 Let π0, π1 ∈ Tff such that Rπ0 = Rπ1 and for any w ∈ Rπ0 =
Rπ1 , Tw (π0) = Tw (π1). Then π0 = π1.
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We state some basic properties of these constructions.

Lemma 2.13 Let π ∈ Tff and w ∈ Rπ. We have that:

(i) v ∈ RSTw(π) iff wv ∈ Rπ.

(ii) Tv (STw (π)) = Twv (π).

(iii) STv (STw (π)) = STwv (π).

With these constructions we can put a coalgebra structure onto Tff.

Definition 2.14 We define the function destruct : Tff −→ T (Tff) as:

π 7→ (Tϵ (π) , w 7→ STw (π))

We will usually omit the destruct when we write Pdestruct,π, Fdestruct
r (π),

SEdestruct
r (π), and so on.

Note that right now we have a duplication of concepts for finite-fragmented
trees. We have roots, tree fragments and subtrees and from its coalgebraic
structure with destruct we also have root-paths, fragments and subelements.
The following definition and the subsequent lemma make clear that these con-
cepts are in fact analogous.

Definition 2.15 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra, c ∈ C and r ∈ Pα,c. We define
the word of r recursively in r as:

wnil = ϵ, ww:r = wwr.

We note that it is easy to show wr:w = wrw.
Given π ∈ Tff and w ∈ Rπ it can be shown that there exists an unique

sequence 5 w0, . . . , wn ∈ Rπ such that ϵ = w0 ≺π · · · ≺π wn = w. We define
[w]π = [w1, w2 − w1, . . . , wn − wn−1].

Lemma 2.16 Let π ∈ Tff, we have that:

(i) If r ∈ Pπ, then: (ii) If w ∈ Rπ, then:

(a) wr ∈ Rπ, (a) [w]π ∈ Pπ,
(b) [wr]π = r, (b) w[w]π = w,

(c) Fr(π) = Twr
(π) , (c) Tw (π) = F[w]π

(π),

(d) SEr(π) = STwr (π) . (d) STw (π) = SE[w]π (π).

2.4 Finite-fragmented trees as final coalgebras

We establish the desired result that (Tff,destruct) is a final coalgebra of T .
This will allow us to define functions to Tff by corecursion. First, we state two
technical lemmas.

Lemma 2.17 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra, c ∈ C, r, s ∈ Pα,c. Then:

(i) |r| = |s| and r ̸= s implies wr⊥ws.

5 For uniqueness just note that if w ≺π u and v ≺π u then w = v
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(ii) |r| < |s| then either wr⊥ws or r ⊏l s.

(iii) Then wr ⊑w ws implies r ⊑l s.

Proof. (i) is proved by induction in |r| using Lemma 2.6 and that two distinct
leaves of the same finite tree must be disjoint. (ii) is proved by induction on
the difference |s| − |r| using (i). (iii) is a consequence of (i) and (ii) by cases in
|r| = |s|, |r| < |s| or |s| < |r|. 2

Lemma 2.18 Let (C,α) be a coalgebra and c ∈ C. For any r, s ∈ Pα,c distinct,
we have that: (wr ◦ PN Fα

r (c)) ∩ (ws ◦ PN Fα
s (c)) = ∅.

Proof. We can assume without loss of generaltity that |r| ≤ |s| and let v belong

to the intersection, in particular v = wru0 = wsu1 for some u0 ∈ PN Fα
r (c) and

u1 ∈ PN Fα
s (c). By Lemma 2.17, either wr⊥ws or r ⊏l s. The first case is

impossible since v is an upperbound of both, so we must have r ⊏l s and then
s = r[w, . . .] with w ⊑w u0. Since s is a root-path an r:w ⊑l s we get that

r:w is a root-path which implies that w ∈ NWFα
r (c). Then u0 ∈ PN Fα

r (c) and
w ⊑w u0 implies that w ⊏w u0, but u0 is a node of Fαr (c) and w is a leaf of the
same tree, so w ⊏w u0 is impossible. 2

Finally, we can prove the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.19 (Tff,destruct) is a final coalgebra of T .

Proof. Existence. Let (C,α) be a coalgebra and c ∈ C. We construct a
finite-fragmented tree π = f(α) = (N , ℓ,F ) as:

N =
⋃

r∈Pα,c

wr ◦ PN Fα
r (c),

ℓ(w) = ℓF
α
r (c)(u) where r is the unique element of Pα,c and

u is the unique element of PN Fα
r (c) such that v = wru,

F = {wr ◦ PN Fα
r (c) | r ∈ Pα,c}.

The labelling is well-defined (i.e. the things asserted to be unique are indeed
unique) due to Lemma 2.18. Note that π is indeed a finite-fragmented tree.

We need to prove that f is a coalgebra morphism. However, the proof is
long and has been moved to the appendix.

Uniqueness. Let (C,α) be a coalgebra and γ0, γ1 : C −→ Tff be coalgebra
morphisms and let π0 = γ0(c), π1 = γ1(c) with c ∈ C. By Lemma 2.12 it suffices
to show that Rπ0 = Rπ1 (i) and that for any w ∈ Rπ0 , Tw (π0) = Tw (π1) (ii).

Proof of (i). We show ⊆, the other inclusion being analogous. If w ∈ Rπ0

then [w]π ∈ Pπ0 by Lemma 2.16. By Lemma 2.6 we have that

Pπ0 = Pγ0(c) = Pα,c = Pγ1(c) = Pπ1 ,

by virtue of γ0, γ1 being coalgebra morphisms. So [w]π0
∈ Pπ1 and thanks to

Lemma 2.16 we get w = w[w]π0
∈ Rπ1 .
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Proof of (ii). Since we showed that Rπ0 = Rπ1 we have that for any
w ∈ Rπ0 , [w]π0

= [w]π1
. Fix w ∈ Rπ0 and define r = [w]π0

= [w]π1
. Using

Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.16 we get the desired

Tw (π0) = Fr(π0) = Fr(γ0(c)) = Fαr (c) = Fr(γ1(c)) = Fr(π1) = Tw (π1) .

2

Observe that since (Tff,destruct) is a final coalgebra, destruct is a coalgebra
isomorphism and thus has an inverse construct. It is easy to see that given a
pair (ι, µ : NWι −→ Tff), construct(ι, µ) is just the result of “gluing” µ(w) at
w in ι for each w ∈ NWι. Given a coalgebra morphism α, we have that:

!α = construct ◦ T (!α) ◦ α.

This equation is what provides corecursion of its character. α can be considered
as performing 1 step of the corecursion and !α will be applying the whole
corecursion. Then, the equation says that applying the whole corecursion is
the same as applying 1 step obtaining a pair consisting of a finite tree and a
function giving an element of the coalgebra for each leaf. Then apply the whole
corecursion to the elements of the coalgebras obtaining finite-fragmented trees
and glue these finite-fragmented trees to the finite tree given by α.

3 Proof translations

In this section we provide sufficient conditions to ensure that a function defined
by corecursion transforms proofs in a local progress calculus to proofs in another
local progress calculus. We start by defining exactly what we mean by local
progress calculi. During this section we fix an arbitrary set S whose elements
are called sequents.

Definition 3.1 A rule instance consists in a pair P −→ C where:

(i) P is a finite sequence of sequents, the premises of the instance.

(ii) C is a sequent, the conclusion of the instance.

A rule R is a non-empty set of rule instances. A local-progress sequent calculus
is a pair C = (R, L) where:
(i) R is a set of rules, called the rules of C.
(ii) L is a function that given a rule R ∈ R and an instance of the rule

(S0, . . . , Sk−1 =⇒ S) ∈ R it returns a subset of {0, . . . , k−1}. This subset
is the set of premises of the rule instance that make progress. The function
is called the local progress function of C.

We will use C to denote local progress sequent calculi.

From now on we assume that all trees we considered are labelled with
ordered pairs (S,R) where S is a sequent and R a rule. Given a node w in
a tree τ we will write τ -sequent (w) to mean the first component of its label
and τ -rule (w) to mean the second component of its label. We define the usual
notion of non-wellfounded proof in the following definition.
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Definition 3.2 Let π ∈ T∞, we say that it is a pre-proof in C iff for every
node w of π we have that: (S0, . . . , Sk−1 =⇒ S) ∈ R, where w is k-ary in π,
Si = π-sequent (wi) for i < k, S = π-sequent (w) and R = π-rule (w). We
denote the collection of pre-proofs of C as P∞

0 (C).
Let τ ∈ P∞

0 (C) and w ∈ N τ . We say that w is progressing (in τ with respect
to C) if there is v ∈ N∗, i ∈ N such that w = vi and i ∈ LR(S0, . . . , Sk−1 =⇒ S)
where v is k-ary in τ , Sj = τ -sequent (vj) for j < k, S = τ -sequent (v) and
R = τ -rule (v).

We say that π is a proof in C iff it is a pre-proof and for any infinite branch
b of π there are infinitely many i’s such that b↾i is progressing. The collection
of proofs of C is denoted as P∞(C).

In the following two definitions, we define a notion of proof for finite-
fragmented trees.

Definition 3.3 Let ι ∈ Tnw and s : NWι −→ S. We say that (ι, s) is a proof
fragment in C iff for any w ∈ PN ι of arity k in ι, if we define

Si =

{
ι-sequent (wi) for wi ̸∈ NWι,

s(wi) for wi ∈ NWι,
for i < k

S = ι-sequent (w) ,

R = ι-rule (w) ,

then we have that:

(i) (S0, . . . , Sk−1 =⇒ S) ∈ R.

(ii) (Progress) For any i < k, wi ∈ NWι iff i ∈ LR(S0, . . . , Sk−1 =⇒ S).

Definition 3.4 Let π = (τ,∼) ∈ Tff. We say that π is a finite-fragmented
proof in C iff for any r ∈ Pπ 6 we have that the pair

(Fr(π), v ∈ NWFr(π) 7→ (Fr:v(π))-sequent (ϵ))

is a proof fragment in C.
We note that in the previous definition (Fr:v(π))-sequent (ϵ) =

(Twrv (π))-sequent (ϵ) = π-sequent (wrv), so it is just the sequent correspond-
ing to the node in the whole proof. Given a preproof of C we can define a
partition as in the next definition.

Definition 3.5 Let τ ∈ P∞
0 (C), we define the relation ;τ⊆ N τ ×N τ as:

w ;τ v iff there is i ∈ N such that v = wi and v is not progressing.

Let ∼τ be the equivalence relation closure of ;τ , in other words w ∼τ v iff
there is a sequence w0, . . . , wn such that w = w0, v = wn and for any i < n,
wi ;

τ wi+1 or wi+1 ;τ wi.

6 Recall that we write Pπ for Pdestruct,π .
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A relation between finite-fragmented proofs and non-wellfounded proofs is
established and proven in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6 We have that

(i) τ ∈ P∞(C) implies (τ,∼τ ) ∈ Pff(C). 7

(ii) π = (τ,∼) ∈ Pff(C) implies τ ∈ P∞(C).

Proof. In the appendix. 2

With the notion of finite-fragmented proof at hand we are ready to define
the sufficient conditions to obtain a proof translation by corecursion.

Definition 3.7 Let C0 and C1 be local progress sequent calculi and let
α : Tff −→ T (Tff). We say that α is a proof translation step from C0 to C1
iff we have that for any π ∈ Pff(C0):
(i) (Fαnil(π), w 7→ Fα[w](π)-sequent (ϵ)) is a proof fragment in C1.

(ii) For any w ∈ NWFα
nil(π) we have that SEα[w](π) ∈ Pff(C0).

A function γ is a finite-fragmented proof translation from C0 to C1 iff
γ : Pff(C0) −→ Pff(C1). A function γ is a non-wellfounded proof translation from
C0 to C1 iff γ : P∞(C0) −→ P∞(C1).

Theorem 3.8 If α is a proof translation step from C0 to C1 then

(i) !α ↾Pff(C0), i.e. the function defined by corecursion from α applied only
to finite-fragmented proofs of C0, is a finite-fragmented proof translation
from C0 to C1, and

(ii) The function τ ∈ P∞(C0) 7→ (p0◦!α)(τ,∼τ ), where p0 is the first projection
from an ordered pair, is a non-wellfounded proof translation from C0 to C1.

Proof. Proof of (i). Let π0 ∈ Pff(C0) and π1 = !α(π0). Thanks to the second
condition in the definition of proof translation step, by induction in r we can
show that if π0 ∈ Pff(C0) then SEαr (π0) ∈ Pff(C0) (1).

Let r ∈ Pπ1 , we have to show that (Fr(π1), w 7→ Fr:w(π1)-sequent (ϵ)) is
a proof fragment in C1. By Lemma 2.6 and thanks to !α being a coalgebra
morphism, we know that Pπ1 = Pα,π0 and Fr(π1) = Fαr (π0) = Fαnil(SE

α
r (π0)).

Given w ∈ NWFr(π1), with Lemma 2.6 again, we get r:w ∈ Pπ1 = Pα,π0

and Fr:w(π1) = Fαr:w(π0) = Fα[w](SE
α
r (π0)). So it suffices to show that

(Fαnil(SE
α
r (π0)), w 7→ Fα[w](SE

α
r (π0))-sequent (ϵ)) is a proof fragment of C1. But

this is the first condition in the definition of proof translation step, which is
obtained thanks to SEαr (π0) ∈ Pff(C0) by (1).

Proof of (ii). Note that if τ ∈ P∞(C0) then (τ,∼τ ) ∈ Pff(C0) by Lemma
3.6 and thanks to point (i) of this theorem π1 = !α(τ,∼τ ) ∈ Pff(C1). Applying
Lemma 3.6 we conclude that p0(π1) ∈ P∞(C1). 2

7 In fact it can be shown that the fragmentation in a finite-fragmented proof is unique. This
point implies that ∼τ is that unique fragmentation.
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4 Cut Elimination for Non-wellfounded Grz

In this section we illustrate the method of translations between local progress
sequent systems developed in Section 3 by proving cut-elimination for a non-
wellfounded calculus for Grz. The calculus was introduced by Savateev and
Shamkanov [14], who also establish cut-elimination. We briefly introduce the
language of Grz and the aforementioned non-wellfounded calculus. We then
show how instances of cut can be pushed out of the main fragment of a proof,
and apply our method to obtain the cut-elimination result.

The language of Grz is the language of modal logic with primitive symbols
⊥, →, and . We will use p, q, r to denote propositional variables and ϕ, ψ, χ to
denote formulas. Γ, ∆, Λ, Π will denote finite multisets of formulas. Sequents
are ordered pairs of shape (Γ,∆), usually denoted by S. Union of sequents
is the componentwise union of multisets and is denoted by S0 ∪ S1. We also
define the notations:

S, ϕ• to mean S ∪ ({ϕ},∅), S, ϕ◦ to mean S ∪ (∅, {ϕ}),
S,Γ• to mean S ∪ (Γ,∅), S,Γ◦ to mean S ∪ (∅,Γ).

where {ϕ} is the singleton multiset consisting of ϕ.

Definition 4.1 We define the following rules:

Ax
S, p•, p◦

⊥•
S,⊥•

S, ϕ◦ S, ψ•
→•

S, ϕ→ ψ•
S, ϕ•, ψ◦

→◦
S, ϕ→ ψ◦

S, ϕ•, ϕ•
Refl

S, ϕ•
S, Π•, ϕ◦ Π•, ϕ◦

S, Π•, ϕ◦

In each rule the explicitly displayed formula in the conclusion is called principal.
In the rule the sequent S is called the weakening part.

Then Grz∞ is the local progress sequent calculus with the rules above such
that the only progress occurs in the right premise of the rule. We also define
the rule:

S, ϕ◦ S, ϕ•
cut

S

The system consisting of the rules of Grz∞ plus cut and where the only progress
occurs in the right premise of is denoted as (Grz+ cut)∞

Thanks to Section 3 we know that τ is an non-wellfounded proof of C iff
(τ,∼τ ) (∼τ is defined in Definition 3.5) is a finite-fragmented proof of C. For
that reason it will be common to identify both objects and for example talk
about the main fragment of τ when we are strictly speaking of the main frag-
ment of (τ,∼τ ). With this in mind, we define the notion of local height of a
proof π as the height of its main fragment.

Definition 4.2 A function f : P∞(Grz+ cut)∞ −→ P∞(Grz+ cut)∞ is said to:
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(i) Preserve local height iff the local height of f(π) is smaller or equal than
the local height of π.

(ii) Preserve freeness of cuts in the main fragment iff whenever π is a proof
with not cuts in its main fragment, so is f(π).

Lemma 4.3 We have functions wkS′ , ctrp• , ctrp◦ , inv⊥◦ , linvϕ→ψ• , rinvϕ→ψ• ,
invϕ→ψ◦ , inv ϕ◦ : P∞(Grz+ cut)∞ −→ P∞(Grz+ cut)∞ such that:

(i) If π ⊢ S, then wkS′(π) ⊢ S, S′.

(ii) If π ⊢ S, p•, p•, then ctrp•(π) ⊢ S, p•.
(iii) If π ⊢ S, p◦, p◦, then ctrp◦(π) ⊢ S, p◦.
(iv) If π ⊢ S,⊥◦, then inv⊥◦(π) ⊢ S.
(v) If π ⊢ S, ϕ→ ψ•, then linvϕ→ψ•(π) ⊢ S, ϕ◦ and rinvϕ→ψ•(π) ⊢ S, ψ•.

(vi) If π ⊢ S, ϕ→ ψ◦, then invϕ→ψ◦(π) ⊢ S, ϕ•, ψ◦.

(vii) If π ⊢ S, ϕ◦, then inv ϕ◦(π) ⊢ S, ϕ◦.
(viii) All these functions preserve local height and freeness of cuts in the main

fragment.

Proof. All the items (i) to (vii) are provable by induction in the local height
of π, (viii) is just an observation of the constructions during the induction. 2

Lemma 4.4 Let π ⊢(Grz+cut)∞ S, ϕ◦ and τ ⊢(Grz+cut)∞ S, ϕ• without any in-
stance of cut in their main fragments. Then there is a proof of ⊢(Grz+cut)∞ S
without any instance of cut in its main fragment.

Proof. To any such pair of proofs (π, τ) we can assign an ordinal nω+m where
n is the rank of ϕ (the cut formula) and m is the sum of the local heights of
π and τ . We proceed by strong induction in this ordinal and by cases in the
shape of π and τ as follows.

Case 1: either π or τ consists of an initial sequent only. In this case it
suffices to consider if S is still an initial sequent and in case it is not use inv⊥◦ ,
ctrp• or ctrp◦ from Lemma 4.3.

Case 2: we are not in case 1 and the main formulas of π and τ are the
cut-formula. There are two subcases, if both formulas are implication it must
be that π ends in an application of →◦ and τ in an application of →•. Then,
it is easy to see that the cut can be replaced using the I.H. in the premises
since the rank of the cut formula is smaller, applying wk from Lemma 4.3 when
needed. The other possibility is that the main formulas are box-formulas. We
have that π and τ have shape:

π0

S0, Π•, ϕ•0, ϕ•0 Refl
S0, Π•, ϕ•0

τ0

S0, Π•, ϕ◦0

τ1

Π•, ϕ◦0
S0, Π•, ϕ◦0

where S = S0, Π• and ϕ = ϕ0. By induction hypothesis applied to
π0,wkϕ•

0
(τ) (the local height of π0 is strictly smaller than the local height
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of π and the local height of the other proof is smaller or equal that the local
height of τ by Lemma 4.3) we get a proof ι0 ⊢ S0, Π•, ϕ•0 without cuts in its
main fragment. We can apply the induction hypthesis to ι0, τ0 (the rank of ϕ0
is smaller than the rank of ϕ0) and obtain ι1 ⊢ S0, Π• with no cuts in its
main fragment. This is the desired proof.

Case 3: we are not in case 1 or case 2 and the principal formula of either π
or τ is not the cut-formula. We have five subcases, three of them correspond
to the principal formula not being the cut-formula being the result of →•,→◦

or refl. In these cases we just need to use linv and rinv,inv or wk (from Lemma
4.3), apply the I.H. and then apply →•,→◦ or refl respectively. We explicitely
prove the other two subcases.

The last rule of τ (the case with π is analogous) is and the cut-formula is
in the weakening part of the rule instance. The proof is similar to the previous
subcases, for completeness it is in the appendix.

The last rule of τ is and the cut-formula is not the principal formula but it
is not in the weakening part of the rule instance (the case with π is impossible
since in π the cut formula must be on the right of the sequent, so if it is not
the principal formula it appears in the weakening part). We can safely assume
that we are not in the previous subcases, which imply that the last rule of π is
and that the cut-formula is principal. π and τ have the following shape:

π0

S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ◦0

π1

Π•, ϕ◦0
S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ◦0

τ0

S1, Λ•, ψ◦, ϕ•0

τ1

Λ•, ψ◦, ϕ•0
S1, Λ•, ψ◦, ϕ•0

where S = S0, Π•, ψ◦ = S1, Λ•, ψ◦ (so S0, Π• = S1, Λ• (i)) and ϕ =
ϕ0. Note that Π ∪ (Λ \ Π) = Λ ∪ (Π \ Λ) and define S2 = S0 ∩ S1, so S0 =

S2, (Λ \ Π)• and S1 = S2, (Π \ Λ)•. Let π′ = inv ψ◦(π) ⊢ S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ◦0.
Due to (i) we can apply the induction hypothesis to π′, τ0 (the local height
is reduced and there are no cuts in the main fragments thanks to Lemma
4.3 and because we are in the main fragment of τ still) and obtain a proof
ι0 ⊢ S0, Π•, ψ◦ = S2, Π•, (Λ \ Π)•, ψ◦ with no cuts in its-main fragment.
The desired proof is:

ι0

S2, Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦

wk (Λ\Π)•,ψ◦(π1)

Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦, ϕ◦
0

π1

Π•, ϕ◦
0

Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦, ϕ◦
0

wk (Π\Λ)•(τ1)

Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦, ϕ•
0

cut
Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦

S2, Π•, (Λ \Π)•, ψ◦

We notice that the constructed proof does not have any cuts in its main
fragment, since the right premise of is outside the main fragment of the
proof. 2

Lemma 4.5 There is a function cuts-up : P∞(Grz+cut)∞ −→ P∞(Grz+cut)∞

such that if π ⊢ S then cuts-up(π) ⊢ S and cuts-up(π) has no instances of cut
in its main fragment.
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Proof. This is a simple induction in the number of cuts in the main fragment
of π. For the inductive step just go to a top-most cut in the main fragment
(i.e. a cut without any cuts that are above it in the main fragment) and apply
Lemma 4.4 to get rid of that cut. 2

Thanks to the tools of Section 3 the cut-elimination proof from Lemma 4.5
is straightforward.

Theorem 4.6 If ⊢(Grz+cut)∞ S, then ⊢Grz∞ S.

Proof. Define the function α : Pff(Grz + cut)∞ −→ T (Pff) that, given
π = (τ,∼), outputs (ι, µ) = destruct(τ ′,∼τ ′

) where τ ′ = cuts-up(τ). Since
ι is the main fragment of cuts-up(τ), it is a proof-fragment in (Grz + cut)∞.
Since there are no instances of cut in ι by Lemma 4.5, and (Grz + cut)∞ only
progresses in the same rule instances as in Grz∞, it is clear that ι is a proof
fragment of Grz∞. Since µ(w) is by definition a subtree of cuts-up which is a
proof in (Grz + cut)∞ we have that µ(w) is also a proof in (Grz + cut)∞. We
can conclude that the conditions to apply Theorem 3.8 are fulffiled. Hence we
obtain a proof translation from (Grz+ cut)∞ to Grz∞ that does not change the
conclusion sequence (by definition of the α) so we have the desired result. 2

We conclude that in any local progress sequent calculi where cuts can be
pushed outside the main fragment, we can show cut elimination. In particular,
we remark that cut-elimination can be proven for weak Grzegorczyk modal logic
wGrz (see [15] to see a non-wellfounded proof system for this logic and a proof of
its cut-elimination using ultrametric spaces) by adapting the function cuts-up
accordingly. This implies that cut elimination for local progress sequent calculi
is quite close to cut-elimination of finitary systems since the main fragment is
always finite.

5 Final remarks and future work

We have introduced a uniform method to define proof tranlsations for non-
wellfounded proofs with a local progress condition. Our method is based on
the observation that it suffices to translate a finite fragment of a proof and
then define from such a translation step a map by co-recursion. The translation
method is uniform in the sense that the specific proof systems, between which a
translation shall be defined, as well as the specific type of translation, does not
matter. We have illustrated the method by proving cut-elimination for a non-
wellfounded calculus for Grz. An open question is whether a similar method can
be defined for non-wellfounded calculi with a trace condition. We expect this
to be a difficult problem, since it is generally challenging to ensure that traces
are preserved when translating proofs. We plan to study proof translations for
non-wellfounded proofs with a trace condition in the future.
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Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2.12 Let w ∈ N π0 , define v = π0
√
w so w = vu for some u

and u ∈ PNTv(π0) = PNTv(π1). By definition of tree fragment w = vu ∈ N π1 .
So N π0 ⊆ N π1 , the other direction is analogous so N π0 = N π1 . Also, using
the definition of tree fragment ℓπ0(w) = ℓTv(π0)(u) = ℓTv(π1)(u) = ℓπ1(w). All
left to show is that w0 ∼π0 w1 iff w0 ∼π1 w1, we show the left to right direction
the other being analogous.

Let w0 ∼π0 w1 and define v = π0
√
w0 = π0

√
w1 so w0 = vu0 and w1 = vu1

for some u0, u1. By definition of tree fragment u0, u1 ∈ PNTv(π0) = PNTv(π1)

so w0 ∼π1 v ∼π1 w1, as desired. 2

Proof of Lemma 2.13. To show (i) we just note that [v]∼STw(π) = {u | wu ∈
[wv]∼π} (1). It is clear then that if wv is the minimum of [wv]∼π then v is the
minimum of [v]∼STw(π) , which shows right to left. For the other direction let
v ∈ RSTw(π), i.e. v is the minimum of [v]∼STw(π) and let u ∈ [wv]∼π . By the
root property there must be a u′ = π

√
[wv]∼π with u′ ⊑w u and u′ ⊑w wv (2).

(2) implies that either w ⊑w u′ or u′ ⊏w w, the second case being impossible
since by convexity using that u′ ⊏w w ⊑w wv we get w ∈ [u′]∼π = [wv]∼π but
w is a root so w ⊑w s. Since w ⊑w u′ ⊑w u there is u0 such that wu0 = u and
by (1) u0 ∈ [v]∼Tw(π) so v ⊑w u0 and then wv ⊑w wu0 = u, as desired. The
equalities (ii) and (iii) are just by unfolding definitions. 2

Proof of Lemma 2.16. Proof of (i). We show the four statements simulta-
neously by induction in |r|. The nil case is easy, so assume we have r:w. First,
since r:w ∈ Pπ we have that r ∈ Pπ and then we know that r:w ∈ Pπ implies

that w ∈ NWFr(π) I.H.
= NWTwr (π). By definition of tree-fragment this means

that wr ≺π wrw (1), so wr:w = wrw ∈ Rπ.
To show (b) we have to show that [wr:w]π = r:w, so let r = [w0, . . . , wn−1]

i.e. wr = w0 · · ·wn−1. By I.H. we have that [wr]π = r which implies that
ϵ ≺π w0 ≺π w0w1 ≺π · · · ≺π w0 · · ·wn−1. It suffices to show that w0 · · ·wn−1 =
wr ≺π wr:w = w0 · · ·wn−1w. This is simply (1), showed above.

To show (c) we just use the following reasoning:

Fr:w(π)
(2)
= F[w](SEr(π))

I.H.
= F[w](STwr

(π))
(3)
= Fnil(STw (STwr

(π)))

(4)
= Fnil(STwrw (π))

(3)
= Tϵ (STwrw (π))

(4)
= Twrw (π) = Twr:w

(π) ,

where (2) is thanks to Lemma 2.6, (3) are just unfolding of definitions and (4)
are thanks to Lemma 2.13.

Finally (d) is analogous to (c):

SEr:w(π)
(5)
= SE[w](SEr(π))

I.H.
= SE[w](STwr

(π))
(6)
= STw (STwr

(π))

(7)
= STwrw (π) = STr:w (π) .

where (5) is thanks to Lemma 2.6, (6) are just unfolding of definitions and (7)
are thanks to Lemma 2.13.
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Proof of (ii). We show the four statements simultaneously by induction in
fhgπ (w). If fhgπ (w) = 0 then w = ϵ and the proof is easy, let us assumme that
fhgπ (w) = n + 1, so there is v ∈ Rπ such that fhgπ (v) = n and v ≺π w. Let
u be such that w = vu, we note that u ∈ N+ since v ⊏w w. By I.H. [v]π ∈ Pπ
and by definiton of fragment tree u ∈ Tv (π)

I.H
= F[v]π

(π), so by Lemma 2.6 we

get [v]π:u ∈ Pπ. But [v]π:u = [w]π thanks to v ≺π w.
To show (b) we remember that [w]π = [v]π:u and w[v]π

I.H.
= v. Then w[w]π =

w[v]π :u = w[v]πu = vu = w, as desired. Finally, (c) and (d) are easy to derive
using that we already shown (i), (ii)(a) and (ii)(b). 2

Proof that function defined in Theorem 2.19 is coalgebra morphism.
We have to show that ιαc = Tϵ (π) and f ◦ µαc = (w ∈ Tϵ (π) 7→ STw (π)).

Proof of ιαc = Tϵ (π). By definition the proper nodes of Tϵ (π) is the equiv-

alence class of epsilon in π, which in this case is ϵ◦PN ιαc , with the same labels
as in ιαc , The non-wellfounded leaves are the w such that ϵ ≺π w. To show the
desired equality all we need to show is that for any w ∈ N π:

ϵ ≺π w if and only if w ∈ NWιαc = NWFα
nil(c).

Left to right. Since w ∈ N π there must be a r ∈ Pαc such that w = wru
where u ∈ PN Fα

r (c). But w ∈ Rπ means that it must be the minimum of its
equivalecne class which is wr ◦ PN Fα

r (c), since ϵ ∈ PN Fα
r (c) we can conclude

that u = ϵ, i.e. wr = w (which implies that |r| > 0 since ϵ ⊏w w). If |r| > 1
then r = [v, . . .] so [v] ∈ Pαc and then v ∈ Rπ and ϵ ⊏w v ⊏w w, contradiction.
So |r| = 1 and since wr = w we must have r = [w], which implies (Lemma 2.6)

that w ∈ NWFα
nil(c).

Right to left. Let w ∈ NWFα
nil(c), since nil ∈ Pαc by Lemma 2.6 we get

that [w] ∈ Pαc. It is easy see then that by definition of π, w[w] = w ∈ Rπ.
We want to show that ϵ ≺π w, assume the contrary. Then there must be a
v ∈ Rπ such that ϵ ⊏w v ⊏w w, but then there must be (with a reasoning
analogous to the one in the left to right direction to show that w = wr) a
s ∈ Pαc such that ws = v. Since ws = v ⊏w w = w[w] by Lemma 2.17 it must

be the case that s ⊏l [w], which means that s = nil. But this is absurd since
ϵ = wnil = ws = v > ϵ.

Let w ∈ NWιαc = NWTϵ(π), we have to show that f(µαc (w)) = STw (π).
We note that by definition we have that:

r ∈ Pαµαc (w) iff w:r ∈ Pαc,

Fαr (µ
α
c (w)) = Fαw:r(c).

Then

N f(µα
c (w)) =

⋃
r∈Pαµα

c (w)

wr ◦ PN Fα
r (µα

c (w)) =
⋃

r∈{r|w:r∈Pαc}

wr ◦ PN Fα
w:r(c).
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To show that STw (π) and f(µαc (w)) have the same nodes it suffices to prove
that:

N STw(π) =
⋃

r∈{r|w:r∈Pαc}

wr ◦ PN Fα
w:r(c). (i)

The right to left inclusion is trivial since it is clear that if v belongs to the
RHS set then wv belongs to the nodes of π and then v belongs to the LHS
set. Assume that v ∈ N STw(π), i.e. wv ∈ N π so there is an s ∈ Pαc and a
u ∈ PN Fα

s (c) such that wv = wsu. Since w ∈ NWιαc then [w] ∈ Pαc and since
w ⊑w wv = wsu we have that either w ⊑w ws or ws ⊏w w. In the first case,
by Lemma 2.17 we have that [w] ⊑l s which implies that s = w:s′ and then
ws′u = v is in the RHS set. If ws ⊏w w then s ⊏l [w] so s = nil which implies

that wv = wsu = ϵu = u and that u ∈ PN Fα
s (c) = PN Fα

nil(c) = PN ιαc . This is
a contradiction since wv = u implies w ⊑w u but w is a non-wellfounded leaf
of ιαc and u is not (so it cannot be equal and it cannot be bigger since w is a
leaf).

To show that f(µαc (w)) has the same labelling as STw (π) we let v ∈
N STw(π), then (by (i)) there are w:r ∈ Pαc and u ∈ PN Fα

w:r(c) such that
wv = ww:ru. The following equalities straightforwardly follow from this:

ℓf(µ
α
c (w))(v) = ℓF

α
r (µα

c (w))(u) = ℓF
α
w:r(c)(u) = ℓπ(wv) = ℓSTw(π)(v).

Finally, we show that f(µαc (w)) has the same fragmentation as STw (π).
Note that v ∼STw(π) u iff wv ∼π wu iff 8 there are r such that w:r ∈ Pαc and
v0, u0 ∈ PN Fα

w:r(c) such that ww:rv0 = wv and ww:ru0 = wu. This is equivalent
to the existence of r ∈ Pαµαc (w) and v0, u0 ∈ PN Fα

r (µα
c (w)) such that wrv0 = v

and wru0 = u, which is equivalent to v ∼f(µα
c (w)) u. 2

Proof of Lemma 3.6 To show that every node is an instance of a rule is easy
in both implication, so we will focus in proving that the progressing condition
is fulfilled in both implications.

Proof of (i). First we need to show that if τ is a proof then ∼τ is a frag-
mentation. Convexity is shown by using that any path in a tree between w and
v ≥ w must go through all the middle nodes, i.e. through {u | w ⊑w u ⊑w v}.
The existence of root is shown by using that any path between w and v in a
tree must go through w ∩ v, i.e. the common part of w and v. Finiteness is
shown using König’s Lemma together with convexity and the existence of root
for any equivalence class.

That the progress condition of proof-fragment is fulfilled follows from the
definition of ∼τ . 9

Proof of (ii). If we have an infinite branch in τ it must go through infinitely
many fragments, since each fragment is finite. By the second condition of proof

8 In principle it would be equivalent to the existence of some r ∈ Pαc and v0, u0 such that
wrv0 = wv and wru0 = wu. This equalities with the fact that w ∈ NWιαc so [w] ∈ Pαc
allows us to derive the desired equivalence.
9 We also need to use that in a tree any path from w to wi must contain a transition (w,wi).
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fragment and thanks to each fragment being a proof fragment this implies that
the branch makes progress infinitely many times. 2

Part of the Proof of Lemma 4.4. Case 3: we are not in case 1 or case 2 and
the principal formula of either π or τ is not the cut-formula. In addition assume
that the last rule of τ (the case with π is analogous) is and the cut-formula
is in the weakening part of the rule instance. π and τ have shape:

π

S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ◦

τ0

S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ•
τ1

Π•, ψ◦

S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ•

where S = S0, Π•, ψ◦. Let ι0 = inv ψ◦(π) ⊢ S0, Π•, ψ◦, ϕ•, we can apply
the induction hypothesis to ι0, τ0 (the local height is reduced thanks to Lemma
4.3) to obtain ι1 ⊢ S0, Π•, ψ◦ with no cuts in its main fragment. The desired
proof is:

ι1

S0, Π•, ψ◦
τ1

Π•, ψ◦

S0, Π•, ψ◦

2
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